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Anne Colonna Wins 'Miss Madison' Title
Survey Reveals
Men Preferred
Eleven To One

Art Club Sponsors
Annual Contest
For 'Miss Madison'

Native Of Cape Charles Finds New
Title Hard To Believe; No Mistake

Sparkling with happiness is our new
Miss Madison of 1951, Anne Colonna.
Today with so many women enterExcitement still reigns for hef. "It
ed by Jean Hosely. This club nomimust have been a mistake—it's so hard
ing the higher brackets of education
nates ten girls they feel typical of
to
believe!" smiles Anne, wonderingly.
and pursuing careers, one of the leadMadison and thus worthy of the title
But, she adds, "I'm real happy about
ing topics of conversation is marriage
"Miss Madison".
the fact and I think it is such a great
versus a career.
honor
to be selected Miss Madison!"
Membership to the Art Club reWhere could we find a better place
Brown-haired Anne is a native of
quires being an art major or minor,
Cape Charles and one proud daughter
to get a consensus of opinion than at
or by tryouts. Officers of the club
of the Tidewater region. During her
Madison—the home of numerous girls
are Isabella Haga, vice-president; Ann
four years at Madison she has been
with varied ambitions and interests? Thomas, secretary; Jane <-Moulse, rea member of the Association for
From a recent survey it was discov- porter; and Tracy Foss, treasurer.
Childhood Education, Standards Comered that most of the girls on campus
During the assembly period on Monmittee, the German Dance Club, vicestill believe in the old adage—a wo- day the group will officially install
president of her Junior Class and
Anne Colonna as "Miss .Madison"
currently holds the position of "Veep"
man's place is in the home.
with the presentation of the coveted
for the Student Government AssociaOpinions Change
gold cup. This cup will remain in
tion. Last year, Anne was Madison's
Judging from this years crop of col- Anne's possession as a continued reelected delegate as Princess for the
legians, a girl's matrimonial intentions membrance of the honor she has
Engineer'? Ball at V. P. I. Measurchange as do her years in college. won.
ing five feet, six and one half inches,
In the freshman class it was learned
As its current project, the Art Club y.|
our '52 "Miss Madison" is a member
that only 6% prefer careers, while is working on plans for the comple^
of Pi Kappa Sigma social sorority.
58% want to marry, and 36% believe tion of a mural in Spottswood recreaRoommates Say
»
that marriage and a career can be tion room.
Both of her n roommates were only
harmoniously paralleled. The sophotoo eager to give out some of the
mores prove to be the most careerpeculiarities of their "roomie". It
minded group on campus, since 13%
seems that Anne especially dislikes
plan to be career women, 54% homegetting up in the morning in order
makers, and 33% desire to lead a douto trot over to the Main Street school
ble life. The jolly juniors are the
where she instructs the second grade.
' most Worldly of. the group, for 53%
Most of her school day is spent there
by Joan Pease
except
for a philosophy class on
prefer marriage combined with a caLife has been "just one big howl"
reer, while only 37% choose "home for Miss Teresa Shehon, animated
campus.
•
sweet home", and 10% plan to make little physical education supervisor at
"Miss Madison" loves the movies in
general and ordinarily Anne offers no
their careers a full-time job. Look Harrisonburg High School.
resistance to an evening downtown,
at those mighty seniors! -What have
particularly, when followed by the
four years of college done to them?
thought of food in her room. Until
Domestic duties are preferred by 54%
lately, when her instrument was reckof them, while 43% plan to enter the
lessly broken, she was considered a
career field as well as marriage. Only
past master of the ukelele. "I love
3% of them plan to devote their lives
Presenting Anne Colonna, "Miss Madison" of 1951-52! She is a com- to sing," she says, "but I can't—still
to a career.
bination of aH the qualities Madisonites deem typical of themselves, she holds like it though."
Girls Desert Careers
the honor of representing Madison. Anne is the vice-president of S.G.A.
As further comments on her likes
Why do girls desert careers after
and
dislikes, Anne mentions that
years of i extensive preparation for a
and
three
friends
ran
a
"Beachcomber"
while most people enjoy fried chicken,
quiet life at home? Most agree that
stand on the Ohio store oi Lake Erie.
she
doesn't. Although she comes
marriage is a career within itself; a
i
from the seafood region, her tastes do
They sold soft drinks, potato chips, Friday, Nov. 16—
woman's future lies in her marriage.
Stratford Play, "Night Must Fall," not lie in that direction. She does
Those brave souls who have chosen
candy, and "anything that didn't need
Wilson Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
like shrimp, however. Our twenty
a career feel that four years of educacooking/' (This is probably one reaHealth
Council,
Alumnae
Reception
year old has a special interest at home
tion should be exercised to its utmost.
son why even now she is taking lesRoom at 9:00 a.m.
and likes the name Harry Fred.
They like the independence and worldsons in cooking and housekeeping Saturday, Nov. 17—
liness that comes from working for
Typical Madisonite
Stratford Play, "Night Must Fall,"
from Miss Betty Hartman.)
themselves.
For a girl who honestly has enjoyWilson Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
Like a true "phy-ed" she likes all
Dual Roles
ed her college career, Anne Colonna
—German Cfabp Logan Game Room,
Women planning to lead dual roles
sports, but thinks skiing is he_r favoris the prototype of a typical Madison
2:30-6:00 p.m.
MISS TERESA SHELTON
feel that it can be done with proper
ite. Her skis are in North Carolina
Surrounded by some of her student
Sunday, Nov. 18—
_______ student.
management. "After all," they say,
at pffesent; however, she hopes to be
Other candidates for the "contest inMethodists
and
Hebrews
meet at
teachers, we discussed Miss Shelton,
"look at Eleanor Roosevelt."
able
to
try
them
out
here
and
in
the
Methodist Church. Rabbi Routh(Continued Page 6, Column 5)
All agree that education is necessary hockey teams, and First Aid for skiers
Poconos Mountains in Pennsylvania.
enburg to speak. 6:00 p.m.
to build a well rounded citizen and is during a very enlightened interview.
—
When asked- bow she- likes Harris- Monday, Nov. 19— —
nice to have to fall back on if neces-.
Miss Shelton confesses to being a
Modern
Dance
Club,
Wilson
Audisary. One girl said that her ambition Tarheel; she was born in Madison, onburg, Miss Shelton replied that she
torium, 7:00-10:00 p.m.
in life was to make a million dollars; North Carolina, "on a cold and windy is very "impressed" by it. She thinks
Men's Smoker, Senior Hall and
she didn't care if she made it or mar- night" not too many years ago. She the Valley of Virginia is the "pretkitchen, 7:30 p.m.'
ried it. But the general consensus of received , her B.S. in Physical Edu- tiest thing this side of New England,"
Don't miss "Night Must Fall,"
Junior
Y, Senior East Room, 7:00- Stratford's first production of the
opinion is that "It's so nice to have a cation at the Women's College of the but swears allegiance to Chapel Hill,
7:li p.m.
man around the house!"
session, tonight and tomorrow night
University of North Carounai an^ North Carolina, as her favorite spot.
1
Bus
tickets sold in Harrison Hall, in Wilson auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
later returned for her Master of Arts She finds her job- challenging and in9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Barbara Striker and Art Keller
degree. She then went to the Uni- teresting; and it's evident that she
Tuesday,
Nov.
20-^
star
in this gruesome melodrama
versity of Maine as a phys. ed. in- does it well, for her students hope
Pi
Omega
Pi,
Senior
East
'
Room
as Mrs. Bramson and Dan, respec1
structor. While there, she taught all she will be with them for many years
and kitchen, 7:00-9:00 p.m.
tively. Dan, a page boy in a re>Mrs. Helen Hopper, Assistant State individual and team sports except' to come!
Orientation,
Wilson Auditorium, 12 sort hotel, is summoned to Mrs.
Supervisor Home Economics Educa- dance, and helped develop the major
noon.
Bramson's cottage to be reprimandtion is bringing two teachers from program. She enjoyed the distinction
Music
Department
Recital,
Wilson
ed
for his relations with the maid.
Germany to visit Madison College, of being the only Rebel on the faculty
Auditorium,
7:00-9:30
p.m.
-Du«
to
the—
lack
-of—space-.in-last
Mrs.
Bramson falls-under the spell.
Bridgewater, and Montevideo High —and " the onry-person qualified to-]
Wednesday,
Nov.
21—
of his charming manners and adds
weeks issue of The Breeze, Dot
School this week. These two teachers, teach skiing!
Thanksgiving Vacation, noon.
him to her list of household serBetween terms as student and teach- Burch's name was omitted as author
Miss Anita Dorothea Lindenau and
Tuesday, Nov. 27—
vants. The plot thickens when Mrs.
Miss Marianne Gertrud Schmidgall, er Miss Shelton worked at camps( in of "Hidden Jewels".
Curie
Science
Club
initiation
of
new
Bramson's neice, Olivia, thinks that
New
England
and
traveled.
During
will talk to the Home Economics
Columnist Mary Hootman was the
members.
Everyone
wear
white.
Dan
is guilty of murdering a guest
seniors on the work being done in the summer of 1948 she toured all but
writer
of
"Headline
News
.
.
.
U.
S.
Alumnae
Reception
room
at
7:00
at
the
summer hotel.
home economics in Germany at the four of the United States, as well as
p.m.
and
Abroad".
Mexico and Canada. One summer she
present time. .
"Miss Madison" is a contest long
sponsored by the Art Club, now head-

Tourist Shelton
TeachesAtHHS

CALENDAR

'Night Must FalF
Opens Here Tonit*

Hopper Brings German
Teachers To Campus

Additional Info

9
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Madison Chops Timber; Looks Or Books?
Tempers Hit Ceiling?

Anonymous
As a Freshman student
I wasn't quite prudent,
I was even less discerning;
I thought I could pass
In 'most any class
Without much effort at learning.

On The Run

with Kak
Heartiest congratulations to our
It-.
"Miss Madison," Anne Colonna! May
we all remember for what "Miss
"Imagine a room without accessories; imagMadison" stands—and may we each
ine a forest without tree; imagine Madison withtry,
in our own lives, to strive even
out trees! We get the same answer to all three:
more toward the ideals of our college.
bareness!
Book week comes to an end this
/
.
Watch out! Our few unchangeables are about I was not inclined
week, but with. its closing marks the
to be invaded. Approximately one third of our To tax my mind
beginning, of adventures in new and
Like most simple creatures;
trees are marked to come down (The editors
different books for some. Take a look
have taken a survey of the number of trees on Instead of books
at some of the books displayed in the
library; they serve in classes; they
campus and in so doing noticed a number of I used my looks
To
dazzle
male
teachers.
serve in pleasure; they serve any time,
the trees cut or scraped of bark—it is more
any place.
than strongly suspected that these damaging
Now, at the end of the course,
It is understandable—why the dance
marks imply the cutting of such trees.)".
l> Iim full of remorse, \
was such^ a success this week. Tables
The above is a quotation from an editorial
For a lesson I have learned:
and chairs provided comfort—which
which might easily have been written debunk- In order to pass
in turn was conducive to a friendly
ing the present tree cutting episode on campus. In a Madison Class,
spirit. Three cheers to all who made
The editors diligently scraped together bits
Grades must be earned.
such a dance possible.
of facts and information from every conceivable
Have you traveled by train lately?
source. Here are the conclusions.
Are you planning to travel? Transportation is nearly on a war time
All the trees marked and scraped are not bebasis these days. All conveyances are
ing removed. An architectural landscape expert
crowded with servicemen coming and
was called in for consulation and advice. It was
by Mary Hootman
going. This again reminds one of our
this man's opinion that the trees lining the north
If no news is good news, our boys
"pen pal" Pfc. Dick Ward. Let's
walk and roadway are too thickly planted to in- in Korea must be faring pretty well. write more letters, eh?
sure healthy growth of all the timber. There Truce talks continue; the Reds asking
Reprinted from the ACP Feature
are some diseased plants which may prove dan- for immediate cease-fire orders, and Service *s the following article refergerous to the safety of buiLdiggs and populus the U. N. asking all difficulties be ring to the enrollment sag: "Reports
alike. Such a tree stands in front of Junior Hall. ironed out first.
gathered from the larger colleges in
It is admitted that the air at the
To prevent the cutting of many trees, a truce tables is filled with distrust. the nation indicate that enrollment this
method of pruning and trimming has been de- The U. N. says the Commies only ye^r has dropped and is about 10 per
nt lower than last year.
vised.
want a breather for their battered
UCLA has lost about 1,000 students
It can be said therefore, that the destroying forces. The Reds say we want a from last year's 14,000. The Univerof our campus timber is .actually for the pur- clear road to attack Kaesong. Many sity of Idr.ho has 3,000 siud*ntrv<
pose of improved appearance, rather than the wonder why the truce group can agree rolled, a drop of about 200 from iast
on major issues, then stump their toes
detriment of our surroundings.
year.
over trifles, such as how to exchange
The Daily Texan, University of
The Breeze is happy to note such concern prisoners.
Texas,
claims the highest enrollment
over campus appearance on the part of MadiCommunist China won't be reprein
the
southwest—12,000. But this
sonites. The Breeze also welcomes any discus- sented in the Paris U. N. session. A
represents
a 12.5 decline from last
sion concerning this new. situation.
recent vote barred even the discusyear's figures.
sion of the problem by a three-to-one
At the University of Iowa 149
majority. This means the big powers
campus jobs have been dropped, due
will continue to recognize Chiang's
'GsTsJ-w^se of more than 1,500 in
Nationalist Government;-now"station-*
enrollment
ed on Formosa, as'the official mouthOn Wednesday your reporter was
piece of China.
privileged to sit in on a discussion
A New, Gandhi?
Give the spotlight to the thirty-first observled by Dr. T. M. Stinnett. This disMake a mental note of the name
ance of American Education Week, November
cussion centered around needs of,
11-17. It is education that makes' or breaks a Acharya Vinolia Bhave. He's an In- problems of, and trends in teacher
dian Hindu, disciple of Gandhi, who
democracy!
w
education today. Of primary interest
has been carrying out the teachings
to the group was the reaping of ideas
No nation in history has relied so heavily for
of that great man in India. The peoits strength on universal education as the,United ple worship Acharya; in fact he can applicable to Madison's teacher eduStates. In this time of crisis we must unite to and does go into those sections under cation situation.
It was pointed out that several
develop that essential strength to its fullest, for Communist influence, and has blocked
schools are embarking on a five year
knowledge is the backbone to all achievement.
the Red land reform -program among
term of education for the future
Our military and industrial might, which the peasants. Though he has been teacher. The fifth year is to be given
are necessary to preserve freedom, rest squarely working on his own, his activities have over to internship in schools outside
on the number of trained men and women our been noticed by Nehru. The chances of the college. The first four years
schools can produce. Effective pursuit of demo- are we will be hearing more about of college should mark a period of inAcharya.
cratic goals depends on the qualities of insight,
struction in the liberal arts field. The
The Eisenhower Boom
judgment, self-discipline, and unselfishness
state of Arkansas seems to be a leader
Another one of those catchy^phrases
which each person contributes to the common is sweeping the country, this time "He in this plan. '..
Of particular importance to the
welfare.
didn't say yes—he didn't say no."
teacher-to-be is work in child growth
i More opportunities for better. education for General Ike Eisenhower is the man in
and development, in the clinical and
each individual and for all must be provided. So question, who refused to comment on laboratory aspects of teacher training.
long as we work toward such an end no alien whether or not he will run for presiA direct study of children throughforces can seriously threaten our democratic way dent in '52. The basis given is that out the four years of college is adof life. In furthering this very-worthy objective, he is a servant of the American peo- vocated. Such a study should include
American Education Week is performing a ple and sh6uld not take sides. Won- exposing the student teacher to volder what would happen if he were
genuine service to America. Long may it live!
untary group studies of the individual
replaced. Most observers" believe Ike
child in relation with-its-peers. Thf
is Republican.
prospective teacher should spend a
Disarmament Plans-"T"
full day of teaching in the public
Both the Western Powers and the
school, it is advised. A campus demIron Cujtain Countries have placed
onstration school is. also recommenddisarmament plans before the U. N.
ed for the purpose of acquainting the
this week. Though Russia turned
underclassman with child behavior in
$imu 1922
down our plan, Pope Pius has enthe classroom.
\
dorsed it, meanwhile offering CritiMember Virginia Intercollegiate Press*;
The discussion, however, boiled
cism of countries who talk peace and
Associated Collegiate Press
down
to one important fact, the securwage war.
ing
of
proper financial backing to
Another monarchy has fallen to the
Published Weekly By The Student Body
undertake
the many aspects of proper
ways of the people's reign. Last
Of Madison College, Harrisonburg, Va.
»
Thursday the Prime Minister of Ne- teacher training. This factor must
Editor-in-chief
Kathryn Chauncey pal, a small country next to Tibet, re- remain uppermost in the minds of
teachers both in the field and those of
Business Manager
Jean Saville signed from his hereditary * position.
us
planning to . enter the profession.
.
.
.
.
,
,
Advisor
Dr. Glenn C. Smith
We
will assume part of the responsiReprint from "Nobody Asked Me,
Associate Editor
Barbara Hurdle
bility
for informing>the public of our
News Editors ..Homer Lynn Peters, Sue Foster But . . ."
ssor asked -the-other particular needs. It wilLbe. our further
Feature Editor"."... :.ji.......'.
Rena Bruce
day, "Does anyone know what George responsibility to- aid, through voting
Copy Editor
%
Mary Hootman
and other legislative means, the obWashington was famous for?"
Make-up
Barbara Vavrek
One girl replied, "Wasn't he famous taining of the wherewithal to sponsor
Headlines
June Tunisori, Nora Dillon for his memory?"
such plans as have been mentioned.
Circulation Manager
Mary Huddleston
It has been said, "A broad educa"His memory?" the teacher answerPhotography
;
Jackie King ed.
tion is needed for those who educate
Typists
Ellen Brooking, Myrtle Goodrich
"Yes. Didn't they erect a monu- others." Not enough stress can be
Reporter
Sue Downs ment to it?"
given to this statement!

Headline News ....
U. S. And Abroad

American Education
Week In Spotlight

Stop And Think!
Thanksgiving's Coming
As this pre-Thanksgiving Breeze goes to
press, we might stop to give a few of our hurried moments to the worthy cause of meditating.'
Do we honestly realize the significance' of
Thanksgiving, or do we welcome the day as an
opportunity to have fun? Even, though relaxation is welcome in these hectic times, we should
nut devote ourselves to the pursuit of pleasure
exclusively.
\ •
In only three short weeks we will again review the ten years old event which has completely altered America's course and international relations. How many of us will breathe a
prayer of thanks that the outcome of events set
into motion by Pearl Harbor did not find American citizens under the yoke of powers which
might have all but snuffed out the flame of democracy?
Even now as world statesmen meet to discuss
America's relations with the rest of the world
we are faced with another crisis. As nations
bicker and brawl, we should give thanks that we
are the United States, and feel deep humility
thafrtttft June have been almost untouched in
our homeland.*Our homes have not been demolished, our towns have not been leveled, nor
our minds and hearts subdued by aggressors.
Only here are our thoughts our own, and our
beliefs our private concern. The hard won banner ofJrpedom. must .not bejost by shallowthinkng ard j/^lvci^nce to face the issues of our time
because they are unpleasant.
• Patriotic determination is important to perpetuate American ideals-; yet, our Pilgrim Fathers with all their determination and pioneering
spirit did not rely on self alone to lay the foundation for our great democracy, nor has brass and
bold courage alone done the job. Through the
years we have sought the aid and guidance of
Someone stronger arid wiser than ourselves.
As we go about our holiday festivities with
our loved ones about us, let us take time to
give thanks that we have been so very much
blessed, and seek courage and guidance to steer
us through the troubled waters of our time.
B. A. V,

Extra-Curricula Activities vs.
Intellectual Pursuits At College
Extracurricular activities are an important
part of campus life. By taking part in clubs, we
develop interests and learn to take an active
part in a group. Much of our fun comes from
these extracurricular activities.
But
why must we have so many clubs that
it is impossible to attend all of our meetings and
still keep up our studies. It's true that among
a thousand students there will be a variety of
interests, so a variety of clubs are needed to
meet these interests. However, many clubs meet
time and again with only a handful of members
present. There-doesn't seem to be any need of
the continuation of -clubs that cannot--retain—^—___(-_
enough interest to have good attendance.
Not all the fault lies with the clubs. It's
impossible for a student to be at three meetings
at one time, say on Tuesday night. If there is
a required meeting, we aren't free to attend
those meetings which we would like to attend.
Perhaps the fault lies in our honor point system. Those who carry only six or seven honor
points rush for some organization, yet theortically speaking, they should have plenty of leisure
time, for they are not carrying a full extra curricula load.
Have we fallen victim to that disease which
is called the American Plague—over organization? Some meetings are necessary, others meet
for fun, but there should be a limit to the time
taken up by one club. Students like to belong to several—it's a mark
of distinction when printed in The Breeze or the
Schoolma'am. Somehow, the club goer is a little
above those who are so busy.
• Let's look into this matter of extracurricular
activities—.our grades and maybe our health is
at stake.
_*
M. H.
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Want To Go Mad? Synod Chooses
Amble Up To Reed M. Boyer, Prexy

by Barbara Carlton
"Dancing in the Dark" (or rather
in the center of a dozen 200 Watt
lights)—Ambling through the sawdust,
elbowing our way through the hordes
of males and scores of couples moving
to the tempo of the music....Bumping
into small groups chatting between
numbers—What are we observing?
Why a typical Madison dance, of
course! 11
Lonely or bored on Saturday nights?
(ridiculous question!) Have the urge
to release some of that excess energy?
—Feel like going "Mad, Mad" if you
have to stare at those four walls one
second longer?—If you suffer any of
these symptoms we have just the
cure for you L...Have a good ole' "girl
to girl" session with your housemother!!! (Get serious? o. k.!) Come on
up to Reed's fabulous ballroom and
dance it off—If you're feeling dreamy,
waltz—in a lively mood, jitterbug
Or perhaps you have an irrepressible
urge to throw things......Rhumba instead !L~.Here you'll find "mood music" of every conceivable type......your
fa**! ives, old and new5—. "

Sooooo, if you measure up to this
(and you're of strong- character if you
do) come join us on Saturday nights!!
This is an invitation???
Margaret Boyer, a sophomore, was
elected president of the Synod of Vir-

Thret

'Winter Wonderland' Is Theme
For Annual Panhellenic Dance

"Winter Wonderland," theme of the
annual Panhellenic Christmas dance,
will feature Dick; Levin and his State
College Orchestra on December 8,
ginia Westminster Fellowship last
announces Fran Moseley, Panhellenic
Chairman.
week-end.
Decorations entirely new to MadiThe election took place at Roslyn
son
are expected to highlight the first
College during the week-end of Noformal of the year. A ball-room ceilvember 9 through the 11. Held once
ing, with sorority seals honoring each
a year, the Synod includes delegaof the six sororities occupying the
tions from al) colleges in Virginia.
window drops will be part of the fesOther officers include: Vice-presitive decorations. Illuminated white
dent, Nan Rennie of Madison; Secrecolumns
and a pond emphasized by
tary, Jim Cook from Washington and
lights and snow are added decorations
Lee; Treasurer, Natalie Lancaster
never before used in the gym.
from Longwood.
Accentuating the decorations and
Margaret's home is Richmond where
the winter theme will be the figure, a
she attended Thomas Jefferson -High
tradition of the dance. Betty Ruth
School. In her local church group,
Luck, social chairman of Panhellenic,
Margaret served as president of the
announces that Fran Moseley will lead
youth group while she was recording
the figure formation depicting a
secretary of the East Hanover PresChristmas candle followed by the letbytery.
ters PC. From the PC, a tribute to '
An elementary major, she is active
the Panhellenic Council, the group
in many Madison activities. Among
Officers of the Panhellenic Council are seated left to right: Betty Ruth will move into a 52 honoring the class
Skeptical ?_Try it!..„You're bound these are the Glee Club, Student Govof 1952 as the orchestra plays "Ole
to enjoy it if you'll assume the proper ernment Council, Y Cabinet, and -last Luck, Fran Moseley, Mary Evelyn Wellons. Standing: Betty Umphlette, Lang Syne".
Ann Pinney and Juanita Holloman.
attitude—All that's required of you is year she was treasurer of her class.
Participants in the figure are mema particular craving for bright lights
As president of the Synod, Marbers of the council, Fran Moseley,
and an atmosphere conducive to un- garet's duties will be many and diverPanhellenic chairman; Mary Evelyn
bearable boredom and "unromanticism" sified. She will make arrangements
Wellons, chairman elect; Betty Ruth
(is there such a word?) You must be for the conference. next year, attend
by F. Ward
Luck, social chairman; Ann Pinney,
by Betty Smith
fond of: chaperons, being a wall the Assembly of Youth Council held
This week our subject matter per- recording secretary; Jaunita HolloWljen the shades of night fall so
flower, lassoing a male, and dancing at Northeast, North Carolina in the
tains to material quite different from man, corresponding secretary; Betty
with your room-mate (naturally I summer, and be Commander-in-chief do your shades. Otherwise you will
the ordinary, for you see, I am a Umphette, treasurer; Mancha Holland,
was being facetious about the numer- of any other incidental problems which have to be on the lookout for a pert
male. It makes for simplicity in this president of Alpha Sigma Alpha; Emous males—)
little senior, who will be looking for
arise during the year.
guessing game since there are only ily Scott, president of Alpha Sigma
you.
about twenty other seniors of this so Tau; Janet Shelor, president of Pi
Kappa Sigma; Beverly Brooks, presiShe has many interests, however, called stronger sex to pick from.
dent
of Sigma Sigma Sigma; Jo LisAnyway, The Plains, Virginia, is
her greatest one centers in Bedford,
key,
president
of Theta Sigma UpsilVirginia. A most important date in where I hang my hat and coat when
Madison is not consuming my time. on; Margaret Ann Groseclose, presiher life is coming up in December,
And speaking of time—it',s pretty well dent of Zeta Tau Alpha and other
and very soon—could be a.wedding.
used up here. I'm president of the sorority representatives to the council.
Student teaching takes a Jot of her Men's Student Government, a member Each member of the figure, carrying
time, but she still manages to keep of the International Relations Club, White muffs with gardenias and red
up her other activities. After gradu- the YMCA (and guess what that roses tied with satin ribbons, will be
ation she plans to teach in Bedford. "M" stands for) and have just been dressed in white.
As is the tradition, each sorority has
She worked on The Schoolma'am for initiated into the Delta Kappa Frarequested
the orchestra to play a
three years, and was Feature Editor ternity. Just for something to pass
last year. Kappa Delta Pi and Sigma away any extra time I'm an amateur number for them. The songs requested are for Alpha Sigma Alpha, "A
Phi Lambda claim her to their mem- voice student.
bership and she is an ardent member
A college man of four years makes Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody"; Alof the Bluestone Cotillion Club. She me—let me count—exactly twenty- pha Sigma Tau, "Night and Day"; Pi
was sergeant-at-arms for her Junior two and a mighty senior. I'm one of Kappa Sigma, "Blue Moon"; Sigma
Class and is an active member of the those fellows who dotes on dates— Sigma Sigma, "My Wonderful One^f *"
BSU.
now, don't get me wrong, I'm speak- Theta Sigma Upsilon, "The Loveliest
ing
of history although I "find the Night of the Year"; and Zeta Tau
Piano playing doesn't stand out as
Alpha, "Stardust."
her greatest accomplishment; but she other most agreeable. Yes, history
The receiving line will be composed
has conquered me and to that field
still plays the things she likes.
of
Mrs. Hope V. Miller, Dean of
Among her few dislikes are people I have given my attention. At the
who talk too much and art. When present I am student teaching at Women; Miss Bernice Varner, advisor
you ask her what her favorite songs Harrisonburg High where I rattle off to the Panhellenic Council; officers of
the council and the presidents of the
are, she will invariably say, "Be- International Relations.
As for my likes—they are many. sororities.
cause", "I Love You Truly", and "AlChaperons of the evening will be:
Reading tops the list especially hisways". '
Mr. and Mrs. John Wells, Dr. and
tory
and
newspapers
from
covef
to
This ambitious senior, in her spare
Mrs. Charles G. Caldwell, Dr. and
time, sews with a will; and might cover; philosophy and poetry takes
Classical Mrs. Raymond Dingledine, and Dr.
consider it her hobby. Whenever you the cake for next best.
be and Mrs. Raymond J. Poindexter.
meet her on campus she is always music is terrific. Life could never
1
itheut girkr-Pllnevei luin —The Panhpllenir fniinril extends Inready with a smile and hello thereT
vitations to all students and bids will_^==
To be sure you have guessed her down a chance to bowl, roller skate,
go
on sale after Thanksgiving. Bids
identity by now. She keeps her resi- or hike. This will floor you—I actualsell
for $3.90 drag and $3 stag.
dence in Carter House, where she is ly enjoy'getting up in the morning!
Pictured above are five students voicing their various opinions concerning
chaplain of Alpha Sigma Alpha. If A gal can surely pull my heartstrings
Saturday nights' Singspirations. What are your suggestions? Submit your
for some reason you haven't recog- with a plate of that delicious Virginia
ideas to The Breeze either by "Letters To The Editor" or verbally.
nized"thls"s"tudentleacnerrbea77ntha!1; f°,l0Wed by COCOnUt Pie-m-m"m- Recently Mary Phillips, a CurricuMy dislikes are few and far be- lum I, junior art major, had two
Question: What type of program that each organization* on campus mind girls, to pull your shades down
tween.
I abhor cold weather; soap tempera paintings accepted and hung
would you like to see preceding the should be required to be in charge after dark and don't sit too long/on
operas
are
silly; and those pocket- in the exhibition at Mathews, Virmovie Saturday night?
those quadrangle benches. Enough
of Singspiration at least once during
size
mysteries
are simply a bore.
ginia.
said, she is of course,—see page five
Miriam Wood, junior — More vathe year. This would prove to be for pictorial answer.
History dominates my leisure time.
The exhibition was sponsored by the
riety in them, dixieland, classical, etc.
I have compiled a collection of Valley Fine Arts department of the Mathews
interesting
and
more
people
would
Lena Mae Green, senior—I think it
history. If anyone wants to borrow County Woman's Club, an annual feawould be much nicer for more people be able to take part in the program.
a
newspaper I'm afraid I'm not the ture which attracts artists from all
Sue Foster, freshman — The proto take part, to have more of a defione
to seek, since there is not much over the state. Mary's paintings were
nite theme to the program and for the grams would be more enjoyable if
left
after
T have clipped out all the entitled "Variety" and "Under the
there were more participants. There
stage to be less bare.
Spotswood recreation hall, the only
historical
items which I prize. DesJoan Hoist, freshman—I think it is a lot of hidden talent on this cam- rec room "for girls only", is open at pite these historical accumulations, I Sea."
all times for enjoyment of the boardwould be nice to hunt around for new pus just waiting to be discovered.
have deep pride in my African vio- in hand, I intend to take up graduate
u
senior
—
Tffas
"stadentsr'
:.
Betty
-Sue
"Culpepper,
talent which ceulaTlrr found on carhlets.
work followed by teaching history on
think that there should be more vapus. Variety is the spice of life.
Learning to Charleston, listening to
To raise a little extra cash in the the college level. By the way, I'm
Gerry Wise, freshman — Even riety. Better planned themes would classical music or dixieland, a bridge summer time I don my old clothes especially partial to Madison so don't
though all of the previous Saturday be a great improvement.
game, piano playing or just relaxing and look around for someone who be a bit surprised if in a few years
night shows have been very enjoyable,
Margaret Groseclose, senior — The are equally welcomed in Spotswood wants some painting done—anything you're not speaking quite unpleasantly
I think that if more students would participants so far have been doing a rec rooms.
from houses to kitchen tables. Last about those terrific history tests that
participate and show off their "real wonderful job, but it would give them
Modern furniture and many types summer, however, I attended Naval Mr.
gives!
talent" they would be even better.
a rest if some new talent would show of equipment make the rec room an Reserve Officers' training.
Can you fill in the blanks?
Jean Decker, freshman—I think their stuff.
enjoyable spot.
After I have that precious diploma (See page five, for the answer.)

Who Are We? Positions We Hold

The Students' Voice

Saturday's Singspiration

Phillip's Art Shown

'For Girls Only'

■\
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Hidden Jewels!

The Breeze' Requires Time-Consuming
Work, But Its Social Life Is Not Limited

by S. Castine
Mrs. Reba Phalen, secretary to
Mrs. Hope V. Miller, Dean of Women:
"Doin" What Comes Naturally" is
Mrs. Phalen's theme song as she assists botfi Mrs. Miller and the students, who sign out in the Dean of
Women's office.
Mrs. Phalen particularly enjoys
working with young people, "especially the lovely girls at Madison." However, she feels that to work effectively with young people one must really
understand them.
Having lived in Harrisonburg for
I about thirty years, Mrs. Phalen has
been employed by Madison for some
twenty-five years. A diversified person, her work ranges from trudging
to the post office to the mechanics of
the Dean of Women's offices. She
has seen Madison grow from a Normal school of four or five hundred
students to a State Teachers College
of thirteen hundred students.

Seated left to right: Barbara Carlton, Rena Bruce, Homer Lynn Peters, Mary Hootman, Jean Saville, Kathryn Chauncey, Barbara Hurdle, June
Tunison, Barbara Vavrek, Betty Smith Standing, left to right: Jean Gatling, Cleo Hastings, Billie Tyler, Jackie King, Ellen Brooking, Arlene Mannos, Dot
Burch, Sue Downs, Hannah Peer, Joan Pease, June Bryant, Shirley Castine, Ann Galloway, Sue Foster, Nora Dillon.
Behind the scene! Maybe you have
often wondered what gbes on in Lo->;
gan 9 each week.
Before going into present day activities of The Breeze, we should look
into the past. Back into the past we
Exotic color from an ancient land
travel to December 1922 when The
is brought to life in the recent film,
Breeze was first established. The
"The River." This movie unrivaled
paper began as a small publication
in visual beauty portrays the brilliant
half the size of the present issue.
side of India.
Mr. Conrad Logan was the first
Delta Kappa fraternity initiated
faculty advisor to The Breeze, ap-.
Ken McEldowney, a Hollywood
fifteen
new pledges on Monday night,
pointed by Dr. Samuel P. Duke. His
florist, and director Jean Renior deDR. GLENN C. SMITH
November
12. The new pledges are:
policy was one of complete freedom
serve the credit for making the first
of student voice on the paper. Very Mrs. Smith, plus visits to their home technicolor movie in its entirety in that Judson Baldwin, Dick Boyer, Benton
Wicks, Wendell Holmes, Stanley
little, if any, restraint was placed upon in town.
country. The setting for this colorPrice, Charles Wynes, Leon Zirkle,
the paper.
ful tour of India is the vicinity of the
Informality
is
the
byword
of
staff
Advisor
Hooghly River, where the drudgery Donald Litten, Dick Johnston, Ken
members. We take time out for cokes
Lewis, Walter E. Morris Jr., Wilton
Dr. Glenn C. Smith, who was apof daily life on the seas, as- well as
and laughs during our Tuesday and
pointed in 1946 when Dr. Logan could
village festivals and religious lltes, Thomas, Charles Rupard, Ivan ForThursday nights' work, thus releasing
no longer serve, has followed in his
were filmed. Temples, colorful gard\ des, and Erve Miller.
the tension of whether we will have
policies.
Dr. Smith has served as
ens, mystic snake charmers, sacred^ Following the initiation the old and
enough news or too much.
Editor of the Charlottesville Daily
cows, and holy men We also pictured new members enjoyed a spaghetti dinner in the Logan game room. The
Progress in the past and now writes
in this bright array of beauty.
A.C.P. Convention
book reviews for The .Richmond
Although the plot is not woven to- meal was skillfully prepared by Mrs.
Then, of course, two juniors may
Times Dispatch. These have been the look forward to attending the A C P gether extremely well, it brings a Bocskey. Helping with final preparaonly advisors to the paper since it Convention in the fall. At these newcomer to the screen. After many tions were Mr. Bocskey, Betty Jo
Thompson, Jean Roe, Kitty Cover,
has been in existance.
meetings most Madisonites discover try-outs a fourteen-year old English
The office of editor is considered a how free our press really is.
girl who lives in India was chosen for Connie Roach, and Betty Munson.
major office, therefore, elections are
Each year the Snyder Award is the part. Although she has had no
Mid by the student body in the
made to' the member who has given previous experience as an actress, she driver's license says that any driver
spring. The past three editors Evemost to the paper, awarded on recom- was trained to portray one of the will possess this permit to drive only
lyn Tubbs, 1949; Bess Bryant, 1950
mendation of a faculty committee ap- leading parts, a job which she does as long as he obeys the traffic regulaand, at present, Kak Chauncey, have
tions.
unlike an amateur.
pointed by the Editor-in-Chief. 1
done much to improve the standards
"The River"—a sea of color—por- ] A serious accident is depicted in
Therefore, The Breeze consist of
and quality of the paper.
trays
a pageant of India in its great- w}hich the driver's license was the only
work but also social activities. It
With WACS in Europe
means of identification.
is no wonder that the staff is so est magnificence.
During her editorship "Tubbs" could harmonious in its weekly work. But
The fact that young drivers are inbe seen racing about campus in search the greatest satisfaction comes from
"Your Permit to Drive" evaluates volved in twice as many accidents as
of news or traveling to the printers the enjoyment the students express in eleven minutes the importance of older drivers should put young drivin Staunton in her faithful jeep. She and the compliments we receive from your driver's license. In this film a ers Qn the alert and make them extra
is now serving with the WACS in
license is personified and relates in its careful- on the streets and highways.
them.
Europe.
own words how important a role the Remetnber—when a license is signed,
Bess whom most of us remember
pree pagseg to Virginia Theatre
motor vehicle plays in modern life and it is a pledge.
did a fine job on the paper and durJanet Lee Bozelle, Betty Lou Smith, how to drive -symboliz.es both a priviU
The film closes by pointing out that
"rag her term the paper received a first- Mary Beth Knox, Joyce Bowie, E|mma ege and an obligation.
people must learn the correct' way to
class rating from the A C P. Bess is Lou Clark, Virginia Barnes, Cynthia
T-h»-fi4m-opeiis showhTg sce.pea~.ol" drive by__respecu'ng-4h«—obligations
now teaching at Norview High SchooX|_y^b^ -ftffttv L. TeimtSBn": Rose Abthe Atlantic, Pacific, and the Great and responsibilities implied by the
in Norfolk County and-is-aponsor of bott, Betty L. Breeden.
Lakes' while the driver's license says, driver's license,
their' annual.
"I am your permit to drive—your
Thus, we come to Kak, who is
passport to pleasure."
working diligently to get the paper
Commercial vehicles, pleasure cars,
an All-American rating from A C P.
and
ambulances are shown pursuing
Kak may be seen about campus and
their individual ways through city
is more \than likely found \in The
streets and on public highways. The
Breeze roim in all sparei moments.

Films Depict Grandeur Of India;
Importance Of Driver's Permit
DK Installs New
Pledges Monday

Mrs. Phalen attended Shenandoah
College where she majored in business. Her favorite pastime is cooking
and baking where she simply adores
"fix'ing up things" for her family and
friends.
A true Hidden Jewel, Mrs. Phalen
loves everything about Madison, but
doesn't quite see just how the girls
keep up with all the signing in and
out they have to do.

Business Club
Assists In Grand
Opening Of Store
Assisting in the grand opening of
the new Joseph Ney Department store
in downtown Harrisonburg were the
members of the Merchandising class
in the business education department
here.
Some thirty members of the class
were assigned to various departments
and served not only as official greeters for the store but were assigned
regular sales people in selling their
wares. As -near as possible, students
were assigned to selling departments
that corresponded with the sales talks
they will give in their regular class.
The class is taught by Dr. S. J. Turille. This practical type of experience served to supplement and put
into practice text book readings on
principles of retail store operations.
The class served as sales people in
various departments of the store on
Thursday, November 15 at the conclusion of the afternoon classes on
that date.

Famous Restaurant
About Their Food

Welcome Madison College Girls
Feel at home at the ARCADE FOUNTAIN
and RESTAURANT, under the Virginia
Theater. lust Good Food.

The paper is an extracurricular activity with many subdivisions.
It
may be said to be a school Consisting,
of orientation classes by senior members of the staff, films on newspapers
and lectures in journalism by faculty
members. But we do not consider
the paper all work. Our social life
consist of our annual trip to Rawley
Springs, the "plantation", of Dr. and

Smith Scientific
Cleaners' Inc.
Jewelers

John W. Taliaferro
Sons.
115 East Market Street
Phones: Day 627; Night 716*
Harrisonburg, Virginia

54 South Main Street
CARRIES A COMPLETE LINE
OF ALL ACTIVE STERLING
PATTERNS

16 Newman Avenue
Harrisonburg, Va.
WE FEATURE—
Free mothproofing
Free stain resister with all
cleaning
Daily pick up at all
Dormitories
College graduate chemist
employed 1-YPI '35

1

The Students of
MADISON COLLEGE
and their guests
are invited to visit

<

at

The CRAFT HOUSE
212 S. Main St.
Showrooms of
VIRGINIA CRAFTSMEN
REPRODUCTION

F
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*I Love lt\ Says

Mary J. Lipps
Of Harrisonburg
by Barbara Carlton
Interviewing Mary Jane Lipps proved to be a pleasant experience. A
congenial, sweet^nd very attractive
person, she has been at Madison since
September, working as secretary to
Doctors Paul Hounchell and Raymond Poindexter.
The first question was interesting—
and startling! For she is from my
beloved home town, Alexandria. We
differed greatly on one score, however, for she is originally from "Yankee Land"—a native of Illinois.
This brown-eyed secretary is a
alumna of Longwood College where
she majored in art. Prior to that she
attended Strayer's Business College
in Washington and acquired her secretarial knowledge. Before coming to
Madison she was employed m the admittance office at Rockingham Memorial hospital.
Having been in Harrisonburg a year
she was quick to tell her impression of our adopted city. "I love it,".
she stated fervently, "the people are
wonderful and friendlier than I've
found anywhere else." Her reply to
my inquiry about her impression of
Madison was equally as favorable.
"I like Madison very much," she said,
"the students are nice and my work
is most interesting."

Thanksgiving
(As Inspired by English Lit.)
by Shirley Castine
When November with her chill hath
come,
And autumn her full course hath run,
And bathed each leaf in orange and
brown,
And then hath dashed it to the ground;
When Jack Frost with his fiery breath
To every weed hath brought sure
death;
When mellow harvest moon rests in
the sky
And the season just right for pumpkin
pie,
And football season flourishes at its
height
With games taking place both morning
and night,
When each student practices the
golden rule
And gladly sojourns four days from
school;
When everyone is glad just to be
living;
The time, and the season? Why, it's
Thanksgiving!

Above is Charles Wynes, one of
this week's "Who Am I?" personalities. Charles is president of the Men's
Student Government Association and
a pledge to Delta Kappa Fraternity.

American Education Week brought
Dr. T. M. Stinnett to campus- Wednesday. Dr. Stinnett is executivesecretary of the National Commission
on Teacher Education of the National
Education Association, which stresses
as its purpose the improvement of
education.

The Listening Post

'A fine assortment of college
jewelry at half the regular
price. ' .
WATCH REPAIRING AT
REASONABLE PRICES
OUR SPECIALTY.

Hefner Credit
Jewelers

New Book Ttlls Of
Songs And Safaris

Stinnett Talks
On Education

Dr. Stinnett was sponsored by Kappa Delta Pi, the national honorary
association for education on campus.
To open his address, Dr. Stinnett
advanced the idea that the very hope
of civilization today is through education; the type of education of which
America boasts that has the unique
feature of recognizing the needs of all.
With a keen sense of humor and an
apparent faith in our educational system, this educator gave several main
points concerning education. ' First,
another schbol system will have to be
built within the next ten years to meet
the needs of a post-war rising population. Second, education is defense
against the prevalent fear and spread
of communism. Only through the
by Rena Bruce
instrument of education, can communGerman Club initiation was held
ism be fought; education cannot be
Wednesday night in Alumnae Hall.
postponed for wars.
Later the girls were entertained with
Third, education must be free and
the always welcome game of "eating
uncontrolled
by any one element in
food."
American
life.
It must be dedicated
Some men were observed walking
to
the
ways
of
freedom
and the needs
around in Sprinkle House and Sh.enof
the
individual.
andoah Apartments this week. Is it

This weeks interview**"' ■•"■ay be seen
in the Tea Room in the mornings and possible that those long awaited
any other time in Reed I, working "Coke" machines are going to be installed at last?
°
diligently and loving it.
The "fad" in Ashby Dormitory this
week is marking off the days until
Thanksgiving. Could the seniors be
thinking in terms of June?
Logan Hall is establishing a reputation on campus for having the neatest
rooms. Keep up the good work "Logan", your dorm is one of the campus
prides.
Pi Kappa Sigma observed their
Founders' Day with a banquet Wednesday night at the Ingleside Jiotel.
Also, the Pi Kaps were visited by
Miss Mary Waples, a former sponsor
here at Madison, during their pledging
(Continued Page 6, Column ,3)

Page Five

Fourth, education in a democracy
must be an individual process, giving
each

person

a sense

of his

own

power, a sense of gratitude to his
social contacts, and a sense of his
own divinity. .
As a closing thought, Dr. Stinnett
suggested that to believe in the good
of God and the triumph of life in our
hectic world of the present is to believe in education, by broadening the
minds of all. Only then can we hope

by Shirley Castine
Deep in the heart of Darkest Africa
there is a song; a new song, which
is a strange song, but an enchanting
song that every civilized person at
one time wishes he could hear and
understand. The whisper of the jungle to the passing safari; the emphatic
but expressionless. jabber of coastal
natives in their "pidgin" English; the
colorful excitement of market day, and
the primitive, untouched art of the natives are only a few stanzas of the
song, which is sung in part by Ester
Warner in her latest book A New
PEGGY TURNER—"Who Am I?" Song in a Strange Land.
—Chairman of Standards Committee
Giving us a brief' preview of this
song, Ester Warner tells of her own
short exposure to the melody. Artist,
sculptor, writer and humanitarian,
Members of the English department, Mrs. Warner gives a well rounded and
Miss Louise Boje, Miss Margaret personal side of the natives. From
Hoffman, Dr. Bessie Richardson and her shy but loveable house boy to the
Dr. C. H. Huffman, are attending the semi-primitive native of the interior,
annual meeting of the Tri-State Divi- she volleys the song with emotion and
sion of the College English Associa- keen observance of the natural surtion, being held at Westhampton Col- roundings of the two different persons.
lege on November 17.
dfc
C. A. Howell, University of North
The coastal natives have been touch:
Carolina will speak on "The Bible in ed, in the slightest way, by civilizanon-Sectarian Colleges", while Robert tion. This is evident in their altered
Cooper of Roanoke College will dis- customs and mores. However, as the
cuss "World Literature Courses". Also author travels inland, the natives show
on the program are Dr. F. A. Pottle less indication of having copied civiliof Yale whose topic will be "Boswell JEfL*!.??. JJ^rayAJiJ- the original tribal
Revalued" and Max Goldberg, Na- behavior; behavior which is seeminglie*a+'€cP!'Uar>, -Cuffege- "Euglh,;. \i^- ly ruthless and ignorant, but which
sociation will be guest speaker at the means everything to the native. An
luncheon.
■*
example of these romantic but more
The tri-state Division includes Vir- often fatal customs is the practice of
ginia, West Virginia and North Caro- sending all the male youths in the
lina. Dr. Huffman of Madison is vice- tribe to an isolated reservation where
president of the group.
(Continued Page 6, Column 4)

Four English Profs
Attend State Meeting

GREYHOUND

to achieve a peaceful world with people living harmoniously.

This entitles you to 25c
worth of merchandise
Bring This Ad

Maimie's Grill
JUST GOOD FOOD
CATHERINE HAZEL
RUTH HOWELL
This offer expires
Nov. 20, 1951

GREYHOUND
Heap Big Bargain for Everybody
Going Home for Thanksgiving!
I

Try our Fountain Service
'fcALAD AND
SANDWICHES

Hershey's Soda
and Gift Shop
Hallmark Christmas Cards

There'll be no battles for dates when you go
places in Judy Bonds! These "designed-to-make-history"
blouses come through with flying colors every lime.

oA BLOUSES
AT BETTER STORES EVERYWHERE
SEE THEM IN..HARRISONBURG AT JOSEPH NEY
AND IN RICHMOND' AT THALHIMER'S

Judy Bend, Inc., 137S Broadway, N«w York IB, N. Y.

Winchester, Va.
Washington,. D, C,
Lexingt6h, Va. ~—
Lynchburg, VaRoanoke, Va. .....
Charlottesville, Va.
Richmond, Va.
Norfolk, Va.
Farmville, Va.

,

One Way
Round Trip
;_$1.70
$3.10
345
5.70
1.55
2.80
2.55
4.60
2.80
'
5.05
I
1.40
2.55
3.15
5.70
5.40
9.75
3.05
5.50
Plus 15% Federal Tax

^.
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Page Six

Climax Of Hockey Season Comes
With Duchesses And P. E.'s Game

NEW BOOK

POST

(Continued from Page 5)
they are to be prepared for and initiated into manhood, if they survive this
preparation, the older members of the
tribe extend a hand of heartiest welcome to the new men of the village,
and.they are worthy of being present
at the tribal council!
The song has a soft, warm side as
the natives apply art and sculpture
in unaffected simplicity and beauty.
Primitive religion molds not only their
tribal customs and personal conduct,
but greatly influences their art, also.
The people believe strongly in praying
to their own hand made gods when
they want children, good crops, health,
prosperity and other such blessing in
their lives. Many times because belief in their idols is explicit natives
are made strong to accomplish their
wishes.
In her few months of travel Fster

(Continued from Page 5)
ceremony Tuesday "night.
Alpha Sigma Alpha celebrated their
Founders' Day Thursday night with a
banquet at the Gables Inn. Congratulations to A S A on their fiftieth'anniversary!
Seems Miss Celeste Ulrich is now
known as the cook down at Messick
House. Well, at any rate, those Theta
girls seem to be a pretty healthy lot.
Why have the lights been burning
late in Junior Hay this, week? Could
it be those phys. ed. majors have had
a few quizzes?
-i
Junior: "Let's cut philosophy this
afternoon."
Senior: "Can't, I need the sleep."
Overheard on campus the other day
was this choice remark:
First student: "What are all those
trees marked for?"
Second student: "I gUess the school
needs a few extra dollars so they're Warner captures for the reader as
many aspects and angles of the song
going to sell some lumber."
Over the air and through the homes as she can; recording them for us,
Above are members of the extramural hockey team who brought fame
the winning results come, straight civilization, with a wish, that we, too,
to Madison.
The English team is the victor from Joseph Ney's opening.
may know of A New Song in a
by Sue Downs
Being an outgrowth of intramural and it is composed of C. ShufflebarMadisonites were in the limelight Strange Land.
hockey teams here at Madison, the ger, A. Corker, R. Rolph, J.' Suther- as June Wheatley won a pair of nyseason was star**"' with a game at land, J. Haberstro, P Bell, D. Harris,
lons; Wendell Holmes was*ft«einca
Bridgew'ater' college and with a win B. Sorenson, J. Hosely, B. Rupard,
with
a foundation garment; Jean
of 1-0 over them and 3-1 over the M. Harrison, and B. Totten. Oddly
Shenandoah Club.
enough the English lived up to their Douglas was awarded six pairs of
Our next competitors were Roanoke name as the greatest hockey players footlets and Joan Thrasher won a pair
College and after many tense mo- of all time. Their neighbors, the Irish, of Fortunette shoes. Coni O'Leary
ments we were victorious by a score placed second and the players are C. won a pair of faille, flowered drapes.
of 2-0. Sweetbriar College put the Rawls, L. Toms, F. Paynter, G. HenTwo Harrisonburg men were pretop on the barrel and we graciously man, R. Green, G. Jennings, B. Wallost two games to them, scores re- ters, J. Aline, J. Snyder, J. Sweet, N. sented choice gifts as one won two
Wingo, J. Tunison, and D. Sheffield. flannel nighties and the other a nongistering at~6-4 and 2-0.
The
scoreboard shows that the Eng- sfiread nylon slip. Nuff said!
The State tournament two weeks
ago was one of the aims of many of lish won 3, tied 2, and lost 1' while
our players. Mary Lou Riddleberger the Irish won 3, tied 1, and lost 2. The
will represent Madison at Richmond Dutch came in third, followed by the
tomorrow as a member of the Vir- Yanks, South Africans, International
ginia Reserve team when the champion Wanderers, and Scots'.
will be picked for the* Sjw'bfi-st lo— • T-frt Hrvimural program was under
Clothes called for and
the supervision of Dot Harris, Junior
ference.
Monday, November 19th will be the P.E. major and Miss Betty Hartman,
delivered
day that no one can miss. The an- P.E. instructor. Thanks to all of you
PHONE 274
nual game between the Duchesses for the very successful season because
of
the
loyal
team
support
and
we'll
and the P.E. majors will take place
165 N. Main
at 4:30 p.m. out on the hockey field, see you and more out next year. The
climaxing the hockey season. Since officiating at the games was done by
each team is strong it will be inter- the Junior P.E. majors and supervised
esting to see who wins. See you by Miss Celeste Ulrich, our own
P.E. staff member.
there in your best voices!
See Us for Expert
Hockey Sports leader, Dot Harris,
Watch Repairs
reports that the Intramural InternaFAST SERVICE
tional Hockey Tournament of Madison
College was completed this week.

HATOEN'S
Dry Cleaning Works

Cundiff Serves As
Hostess to Ex Libris
Recently, Miss Ruby Ethel Cundiff
served as hostess to an open house
for the Ex Libris Club.
Mr. and Mrs, Joe Kraus were also
guests at the- tea. Miss Cundiff had
arranged a display of favorite children's books and stories wjth figures
depicting the various story book characters.
Previously, the club held its fall initiatoin with Maribess Jackson, president, presiding. Mr. Joe Kraus was
guest speaker for the club. A social
hour followed the initiation ceremony
with refreshments being served.

ANNE

COLONNJVJ

(Continued from Page 1)
eluded Kathryn Chauncey, Hiwana
Cupp, Betty -Hiner, Marilyri Miller,
Betty George Ramsey, Nannie Gordon Rennie, Connie Roach, Barbara
Striker, and Fae Wilson.

VALLEY ENGRAVERS
61 S. Federal St.
PHONE

525R

IN CLASS
OR OUT...
•ob.
t-to

MONTHS
$000
JStSm 0MIY A
farUJS)

Um,\y flit h. co^o. «-d mail •«

;QT«,I MM• -on*.ollUtf far$M0\

Colony
Optical Co.

Fink's Jewelers,
Inc.

Prescriptions Filled

LENSES DUPLICATED

B. Ney & Sons

Plastics of All Types

Department Store

80 So. Main Street
Harrisonburg, Va.

162 South Main Street

'BUY the BOX

Opposite Post Office

> SAT. THRU WED. <
SHE DOTED THE DREADED
HIMSELF!

5 BIG DAYS

VIRGINIA

SATURDAY-

and Just as Reliable

Mat. Daily at 1:30
Eves. 7:00 and 9:00
Sat Continuous

SUNDAY—MONDAY—TUESDAY—WEDNESDAY

CLARIS

Julias' Restaurant

"ACROSS

Us The Tolk of

THE W,DE.
llSSOORl

The Campus!

R!CAROOM0NTALBAN-J0HNH„..

Southern Fried
Chicken Dinner i
65c

CINUINI

Every Thurs. & Fri. night

Steel &*p*urt#ft
14 Cords $1.00

RADIO
REPAIRING
TELEPHONE

291

Chew Brothers
242 E. Water Street

[

An original
Gibson creation.
Winter scenes
faithfully reproduced
on large folders.

JARRELLE'S SHOE STORE
92 SOUTH MAIN STREET
I
1 i ■
HARRISONBURG, VA.

!

oOOOo

Prickett

We now have in stock a complete line of rubber Foot-

Stationery Corp.

wear. Boots in red, white, brown and black. Sizes 4 to 10.

jean PETERS
Louis JOURDAN
Debra PAGET
hrturt MARSHALL

•

